Tech Students
Imitate Berkley
By Lauren Allen ~ Daily Bull

It seems some students,
hearing about the recent
protests at Berkley, decided to try some protesting of their own. Now, the
UC protesters need to be
slapped in their own right.
Students with parents in a
high-income bracket vandalizing their school for
daring to charge them 20%
tuition? (Note this isn’t 20%
more tuition. It is 20% of the
tuition a school elsewhere
would charge them.) That is
just plain stupid, especially
since the college is going to
get fund to repair their campus somehow.
Tech students are smarter
about it. They protest tiny
things with tiny acts of vandalism. Such as writing “absolute filth” on every single
copy of the Daily Bull in
Walker. Nearly every copy,
...see Ha, you’re funny. on back

Sunshine’s Sports Corner

Sudoku (for real this time)

By Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks ~ Daily Bull

-The NHL is attempting to ban hits to
the head. Well, maybe. Or maybe not.
The wording in the new rule is a little
vague. Common sense would tell you
that large, toothless
cavemen ramming
into your face at full
speed would be a
bad thing. Luckily for
Hockey, His Heinous
For Life, Commissioner Gary Bettman,
has decided that the
league should move
away from lobotomies on the cheap.

-Women’s Basketball? You Betcha. Now,
unless you’ve been frozen in a snow
bank all winter and are now free, you
know that Michigan Tech has a wonderful women’s basketball
program. Led by players like Katie Wysocky
(how can you not love
that name) and Sarah
Stream, our team has
been wiping the floor
with other ‘teams’ all
season long, compiling a 30-2 record
and currently are in
the Sweet 16 of the
NCAA tournament.

What effect this will
have on the players
The Lady Huskies beat
is uncertain, but this
the tar out of Northreporter believes it His Heinous For Life demonstrates ern Kentucky to start,
he doesn’t have a mustache
will cause a severe that
69-49. As one team
and the cavemen do. Thus, his
increase in unem- envy has driven them to take their member put it, “It was
ployed Neander- jobs away by banning head hits. like taking candy from
thals. Where are they
a baby. Or a team
going to work now, Gary? All a lot of of babies that couldn’t pass, dribble,
those apes know how to do is to hit or shoot. And by candy, I mean their
people. MMA perhaps? A lucky few will to live.”
should find work as Geico announced
it was expanding its “So easy a cave- On Sunday, the Huskies took on Findlay
man could do it” advertising campaign.
...see CAVEMAN WARS on back

Sudoku-doers of Michigan Tech, I’m very sorry. It seems some kind of
terrorist hacked last week’s Miller Time Sudoku and changed one of the
numbers around just to watch people struggle. If you need to hunt him
down, I hear he responds well to bribes of Jones Soda.... cheers!

PIZZA
EVEN BETTER THAN
YOUR MAMA’S PIZZA

The Daily Bull still mourns the NHL
lockout. *tear*

482-5100

won’t remember. Discount only on pizza and no extra discount
on specials or with a coupon. And no discounts if you piss us off!

The vice-president of an
advertising agency is a bit of
executive fungus that forms on
a desk that has been exposed to
conference.
~ Fred Allen

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like proms in the deep South!

10%
STUDENT DISCOUNT!
But you gotta ask for it and show us your MTU ID—because we
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... CAVEMAN WARS! from front

(they’re some team from Ohio that we play). We won
that game 68-57 after a ‘brilliant’ strategy by the Findlay
coach backfired. With his team only down two with
two minutes to play, he had his girls start to foul ours.
Great strategy to get the ball back right? Unless the
team you’re fouling is leading the nation in team Free
Throw Percentage. Good job you giant wanker. All he
managed to do was give our girls a break. Who needs
shooting over people and posting up when the other
team gives you a bunch of free points?

Now, I’m a Chelios fan. How can I not be from his great
Detroit Red Wings years? But man, you gotta know
when to hang it up. You’re playing with guys who
weren’t even born when you got into the league man.
As one fan puts it, “Chris Chelios is so old… a ‘Chris
Chelios Hat Trick’ involves eating solid food, making it
to the bathroom in time, and remembering your name.”

-Also, Spring Training is underway (WOO), Tech hockey
is finally done after a disappointing season (WOO), and
The Huskies will be taking on Drury today at the SDC nobody cares that Carl Edwards intentionally wrecked
for the Midwestern Regional Championship and a trip his competitor’s car during a race because, “Hey, it’s
to Missouri for the Elite 8. Tickets are cheap folks, so NASCAR. If it weren’t for the crashes, nobody would
come and support the team!
watch us.”
-Old people are Old. In a shift back to the NHL, Chris
Chelios had returned to the big leagues, signing a
contract with the Thrashers. Guess what folks, he’s
old. Second oldest player to play in the NHL after the
immortal (literally) Gordie Howe, who came back and
played at 51 because “I got bored sitting around and
watching Little House on the Prairie.”
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... Ha, you’re funny. from front

anyway. They missed one. The glaring problem with this method of
protest is that they left no clue as
to what offended them. I would
have assumed the article they wrote
it over, but they left a helpful arrow.
Every arrow I saw went to the same
sentence: “Here are the synopses
and the de facto explanation following each notable archetype:” Were
they protesting the strange words?
Did they intend to object to the entire article and had trouble circling it?
Either way, their protest failed.
A better way to let us know you
don’t like an article is to at the bottom left corner on the back. See
where it says “Advertising inquiries,
questions & comments should be
LOOK THERE IT IS OMG

directed to bull@mtu.edu?” Send
an email there. Come to a meeting
and tell us in person. Write articles
you want to see in the Bull and send
them in. Start your own daily paper.
Send a letter to the Lode. Make an
expository film. Start a protest. Send
all Bull writers a box with so much
sugar and caffeine in it we won’t be
able to sit still long enough to write.
If you absolutely must vandalize,
there are better ways of doing it. Absolute Filth person, while your handwriting is very pretty, it’s somewhat
illegible. Too many loops, especially
for writing over print in a red pen.
Metallic red would work because it
shows up better. Write something
interesting. Make a bad pun. Draw
a cartoon. You’re in the humanities
building; surely you can get in the
spirit of things and get creative.

Acme Dynamite Cake Ruins Final Birthday
By Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller ~ Daily Bull

Acme has discontinued its famous
Dynamite Candle Cake after nearly
75 years in production, said a representative from the Imaginative
Explosives wing of the company.
While many are glad that the disruptive confectionary has been taken
off store shelves, others are disappointed that many time-honored
traditions will meet their end as well.
“Even after all the reconstructive surgery on my face, I still think it was
a pretty good prank,” says Roger
Harris, a supporter for the Let Them
Blow Up Cake movement. “People
these days need more excitement
in their lives, and trick candles aren’t
the most thrilling things in the world.
Acme got it right with their magical
blend of birthday cheer and horror.”
Very few recipients of the Dynamite
Candle Cake walked away without
injury, which may have been one of
the draws for its continued usage.
With over 250 confirmed deaths
and tens of thousands more hospitalized with traumatic injuries, some
suspect the cake was simply a murder weapon in disguise.

by the combustible cake was 8
year-old Nate Robbins, now deceased. While young Nate wasn’t
looking, his clever father switched
the cakes, giving his son the one
with large, red cylinders protruding from the top.
“He was so surprised!” Mr. Robbins recalls from his cell at the Indiana Maximum Security Penitentiary. “I’ll never forget how his little
smile turned to screams of agony
as the shockwave ripped his arms
off. Reminds me of how my dad
tricked me on my eighth birthday.”
Acme representatives declined
to comment, stating that “they are
in no position to be making judgment calls on what appropriate
birthday cheer is supposed to
look like.”
Shipments of the Dynamite Candle
Cake were recalled after the FDA
warned that any additional deaths
would be treated as homicide,
leading to an additional four critical injuries as employees celebrated with the remaining stock.

“Whether it be by cakes or
guns, people are getting
snuffed on their birthdays
at an alarming rate,” reports FDA investigator Carl
Anderson. “The outlandish practice of blowing off
a loved one’s head with a
cake needs to be stopped.
One’s sweet sixteen is neither sweet nor joyful to
when it’s caked in blood
Apartment buildings were flattened in celebration
and brain matter.”
of Clyde Mooney’s 9th birthday, who now resides
The final birthday ruined
in a full-body cast.

